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President’s Message
...... Elaine Amenta
I moved to Northumberland March 2011. Happy to be
back in Ontario after 8 years in the USA, I was eager to
get settled into a new community and I joined NPC. My
first event was the April meeting. Nobody spoke to me.
Everyone had someone to sit with and I felt left out. It
was not a good experience and I was going to leave at
break. Then, someone stepped up and spoke to me, made
me feel welcome. That person was Diego Fabris.
At the next meeting the nominating committee was completing its job of finding a new
executive and there was one position left. I put my hand up when the nominating chair asked
if anyone was interested in being secretary. That person was Diego and so, I stepped up. I liked
to think I could make a difference.
One year as secretary and now on my 2nd year as president; that’s nothing compared to some
on our executive, who are on their 4th year, having held more than one position.
After 3 years on the board I no longer feel left out. I feel am involved in my community.
If you have ever been on the NPC executive, or been on one of our committees, or organized
the spring workshops, or the Christmas parties, or been a monthly presenter, or one of our
evaluators, or made the coffee, or baked refreshments, or organized the caterers when
needed. Then I thank you for stepping up.
For those of you who have yet to get involved, please don’t sit back and wait for someone
else to do it. Those who have done it before deserve to
sit back. It’s your turn to step up.
We will have 5 positions on the executive that will need
filling in June. We are in need of an organizer for the
spring workshop. We are in need of a nominating
committee. We need you to step up. Think about it.
If you don’t, then please don’t be the first to complain
when things aren’t to your liking …remember, you, too,
have a chance to make a difference.

“A Step Up”
....photo by Elaine Amenta

(Joining our NPC Executive could be considered this!!! LK)
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Pierre Berube

Born in Toronto.

Now lives in Cobourg

Previous occupations: Air Force 1960-1965
Industrial Sales Rep 1965 -1986 when we moved to a lake in Hastings County
General Contractor 1986-1992
Real Estate Rep 1986- 2002
2002 ---- retired
Coming Home

P.E.I

I first took an interest in photography when I was 12 years old and was given a Kodak Brownie.
In 1960, I purchased a manual SLR (Pentax), which I updated in 1972, with another manual
Pentax with a built in light meter. During this time, I mainly photographed automobile races or
air shows throughout North America and Europe as well as started my interest in Landscape
photography.

Positano
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I moved to digital in I996 with the purchase of an Olympus D600 a 1.4 mp camera with no white
balance controls making pictures of blue snow a reality.

I chose this camera as it was the only economical thru the lens camera all others except for the
Kodak DSC 420 a 1.5 mp camera built around a Nikon F90 and priced at $12,000
Venice
Boston

Dickey Lake
I then moved to Sony with their DSCF828 an 8mp bridge camera.

Paris Dog
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Earlier this summer, after an accident with my Sony f828,
I upgraded to a Sony a99 full frame camera.
I do all my own printing on an Epson 7900

Moscow Subway

Now my interest is mainly in travel photography( architectural) as well as landscapes. I have
travelled through most of Western Europe, Moscow and St. Petersburg spending about 6 weeks in
each country, photographing the local attractions, landmarks and scenery, which accounts for 70%
of my photography the rest taken up with family photography and local scenes. As well I have
travelled from the East Coast to the West Coast and the Arctic in Canada over the years. Some of my
favourite locations are P.E.I. for the tranquility and golf and anywhere in Ontario / Quebec for the
varied scenery.
Dubrovnik

I enjoy photography
and cooking, play
some bridge and
going to the
symphony, plays and
the ballet in Toronto .
Travel is also one of my great hobbies as we
usually rent houses or apartments wherever we
travel and then venture out from there.
Being from North America, it is not anything to
drive 200 or more miles to get somewhere from
our base.
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Upcoming events, for sale items, Websites,
Work Shops, Anything of Interest to Our Members!!!
I)

Unwrap Your Creativity
in a Spring Photography Workshop with
Mary Talbot
May 2 - 4, 2013
(Friday evening 6 – 9 pm, Saturday & Sunday 8:30 – 5:00)

Maximum of 8 participants
The Woodlawn Inn, Cobourg, Ontario
www.woodlawninn.com
(preferential accommodation rate for participants)

Workshop fee: $340, includes lunches, coffee and tea, snacks, and applicable taxes.
Express your personal creativity in a relaxed, supportive atmosphere during a weekend
devoted to photography, with others of like interest.
Through illustrated instruction, audio-visuals, image review, and field work, Mary will
demonstrate creative techniques including panning, montages, and multiple exposures;
and illustrate effective arrangement of subject matter in the picture space.
You should be comfortable and knowledgeable using your equipment.
www.marytalbotphotography.com
For further details or registration
please contact Mary at mtalbot@eagle.ca
II) Subject: Nature Wallpaper - Desktop Wallpaper - Social Wallpapering
http://www.socwall.com/wallpapers/tagged:nature.....submitter ............... by Russ Donaldson
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III) For Sale: Some (now ancient) items that may be of interest to some of our membership:
Cannon T70 35 MM Camera complete with owners manual, 28-80 mm lens, and case.
A Cannon Speedlite 177A Flash
Cannon Magnicon 2X Tele Converter
Cannonl Shure Shot Mega Zoom 76 35 MM Camera
All look to be in working order and well treated. I came upon these items while helping an elderly
lady sell her home and move to an apartment here in Port Hope. The money received for these
items will be given to the original owner.
Jim Scherer
Telephone 905-885-0657
Fax
905-885-1246
Email Jim.scherer@sympatico.ca
IV) FOR SALE: Submitted by Dan Knight @ dknight@airnet.ca 905 3421178
1. Canon Pixma Pro9000 Mark II – Professional Photo Inkjet Printer. New, never taken out of box.
High Performance Photo Printing up to 13" x 19" for Professional Quality.
http://www.canon.ca/inetCA/products?m=gp&pid=1174 .........$200
2. Aperture Timer Remote Cord Intervelometer for CANON (AP-TR1C). New in box. Perfect for
long exposure, shutter release, time lapse, etc.................. $15
Model Compatible: Canon EOS Rebel XT, XTi, XSi, XS, T1i, T2i, EOS 60D, 1000D, 550D,
500D, 450D, 400D, 350D, 300D, Canon Powershot G10, G11, G12, G15
3. Sigma (Canon EF-S mount) 10-20mm f/4-5.6 EX DC HSM lens – excellent condition, great superwide angle for APS-C cameras.
..................
$350
4. Tamron Lens - (Canon EF-S mount) 17-50mm f/2.8 XR Di II LD SP – excellent condition, super
sharp, for APS-C cameras...............
$285

V) Cindy Taylor's New Photography Courses & Travel Tours!

SCOTLAND & ENGLAND
Rugged and Romantic
May 28 - June 10, 2014

Scotland is a land permeated with legend and romance. Follow in the
footsteps of soldiers, Kings and Queens, writers and poets as we
traverse this amazing country.
Continue down the east coast of England through historic cities and
world famous sites of the British Empire. Experience the diversity as
you experience a journey back in time with this once in a lifetime epic
and mystical adventure.
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2014
A Kaleidoscope of Seascapes and Mountain Ranges - Castles, Gardens, and Stately Homes. Villages, Towns, Cities - Lakes and Glens.
Need I say more? .. join me as I journey back to my ancestral roots ....
Scotland & England IS READY MY FRIENDS! Please check out my link - I hope you can all join me. Any questions please email me at:
photo@eagle.ca - and check it out under travel tours on my website !
CLICK HERE ---> www.cindytaylor.com

HAPPY HOLIDAYS !!!!!! AND HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!!!! ALL THE BEST FOR
2014

Heron and Squirrel by Dawn Knudsen

Merry Christmas To All and To All A
Good Night!
By Russ Donaldson

After The Ice Storm by Dawn Knudsen
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Alasdair Gillespie.....home-905-372-8558...../cell-905-269-8558
http://alasdairgillespie.zenfolio.com
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From the desk of Brenda Nutter
With my Lightroom Catalogue topping 100,000 images I am, like
many of you, wondering how best to share my favourites.
I have tried using my images to inspire my knitting projects. I have tried to use them to guide
the creation of oil paintings and I even tried to use them to colour coordinate a room…. in
truth, that didn’t work out so well for me. It should have, but it did not!
Repeatedly, I have come back to using my images to complement my writing or to inspire it.
Back in 2009, I began to use a program called BLURB to construct my first of eleven books.
This has been a great experience and I would recommend you try it.
Whether you want to create a memory book of a family holiday, self-publish some of your
poetry or a make a coffee table sized travel book, you can do it using this program. The
program is free and can be downloaded from www.blurb.com . There are many templates that
are easy to use including one which will directly import your images from Lightroom.
This is a great way to share your images as you will have those special ones readily at hand to
give as gifts or sell.
On the down side, books created this way can be fairly expensive but speaking realistically,
that trip of a lifetime probably didn’t come cheap either! On the positive side, using BLURB,
you can also make e-books of your work so friends, family and customers can get a reasonably
priced copy if they wish. In addition, the fewer the pages, the smaller the price so being very
selective about the format and content can help keep your hard or soft cover book within a
reasonable price range.
Here is a link to my blurb books. http://www.blurb.com/my/store . Have a look. Looking is
free! Maybe you will find an idea that will feed your creativity with your own images.
If you have any questions or need help to get a project underway give me a call or send me an
email, I would be glad to share what I have learned along the way. (bjnutter@eagle.ca or 905372-2683.)

Two photographers are travelling through a third world country and pass by a beggar on the
street. One of the photographers asks the other one:
"What did you give him?"
The other photographer replies: ................"250th of a second at f5.6."
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...... :Larry Keeley

And further to the point.....
A recent photography magazine article suggested that anyone aspiring to become a very
competent photographer should first of all ask themselves this question: “What kind of
photographer do I want to be?” The message being that the type of images you most enjoy
capturing pretty much determines the kind of photographer you are, or will become. A quick
inspection of one’s camera bag will often show a correlation between the lenses one uses and
the subject matter most often photographed. Even your choice of photography magazine(s) is
a strong indication of where you are headed as a photographer.
In our own club, we have several members who have distinguished themselves with their
specific photographic interests. Pat Calder, for example, known affectionately as the ‘Horse
Photographer’ has established her reputation as a fine equine photographer. Brenda Nutter,
Terry Self, Cindy Taylor, Sherrie Greig and a few others, are accomplished travel
photographers whose images of exotic places fascinate us. Terry Carpenter and Tony Crocker
have excelled in nature photography with their breath-taking animal images and Jeff Gardner,
Brian Hart, and Allan Short are well established ‘landscapers’. Mary Talbot pursues her fine art
photography as does Alasdair Gillespie with his abstract imaging. Consider also the dramatic
black and white images Bryan Tyson shares with us. All of these members, as well as many
others I have not mentioned, have found a niche which satisfies their creative artistry.
It is probably fair to say that the majority of our members produce what might be called a
“mixed bag” of images. These ‘mix baggers’, Dawn and myself included, are motivated to
capture whatever we think might make a nice wall hanging, a photograph we would like to
exhibit and put on display for other people to enjoy. That does not imply that these members
are any the less competent as photographers but that our eyes, and cameras, seek out the
beauty residing in the canvas of our environment. The old adage that “beauty is in the eye of
the beholder” comes to mind as I reflect on the myriad of beautiful images our members have
displayed at our club meetings.
In time, some photographers will find themselves being drawn from general to more specific
imaging. They will gradually discard pieces of equipment no longer being used, for other tools
more specifically designed to capture images of their new-found subjects. As they progress in
this new endeavour, their photographic reputations will develop accordingly.
And further to the point, I would like to ask another thought-provoking question. Why did you
join our Northumberland Photography Club??? There are several reasons to explain why
people join photography clubs; however, determining your single, most important reason
might also help you to decide the kind of photographer you want to be as well as what you
hope to get out of your membership. Give it some thought. We’ll explore this topic further in
next month’s edition of The Monitor.
If you’ve enjoyed this month’s newsletter, please extend thanks to the members who
contributed the photographs, articles and other items for you to enjoy. My thanks to all for
your time and effort.

